Deirdre Des Jardins, principal at California Water Research, (“California Water Research”), hereby provides this response to objection by the California Department of Water Resources (“DWR”) to exhibits introduced in cross-examination by California Water Research.

DWR objects to exhibit DDJ-286, which is a simple graphical illustration of the timeline of the Oroville spillway incident. The graphical illustration was introduced as a visual aid to cross-examination of Nicky Suard on the flooding that occurred at Snug Harbor Resorts during the spillway incident. The graphical illustration is not intended to stand on its own, but to be referenced by Ms. Suard’s testimony on the events at Snug Harbor, and their correlation with the Oroville spillway incident. The graphical illustration is similar to exhibits that are used in civil trials with witness’s testimony.

Finally, in weighing the public interest in approving the enormous WaterFix project, the Board can and should consider public safety issues in the project design, and whether they have
been properly addressed by the project proponents. For these purposes, exhibit DDJ-286 is an appropriate and necessary adjunct to Ms. Suard’s cross-examination testimony.

Dated May 4, 2018
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